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1. INTRODUCTION
The Constitution has enshrined a human rights perspective that protects people
with epilepsy from discrimination and establishes their inalienable right to
dignity and participation in civil society. People with epilepsy have an enormous
contribution to make to society and participation in the open labour market is
one mechanism for that contribution to be made. However, despite progressive
policies, people with epilepsy and other disabilities in South Africa are significantly
under-represented in the workforce.
Lack of opportunities to participate in the workforce and earn a decent living
has left a majority of people with disabilities in poverty. Although epilepsy is a
common neurological condition that impacts about one in every one hundred
people, significant confusion exists about its effects on the lives and work of
people with epilepsy. Therefore, this manual has been developed to redress the
existing imbalances and empower people with epilepsy to obtain employment.
It has been developed to support individuals from various backgrounds to access
a step by step the process for, and rights pertaining to, obtaining open labour
market employment.
The manual begins with instructions to assist in the identification of a good job
match based upon each individual’s unique skills, interests and abilities. It provides
information on how to create a CV and cover letter and when those job search
tools are the most effective. How to prepare for, and conduct oneself, during an
interview is also detailed. Should you be offered a position, the manual provides
tips on how to understand employment contracts, expectations and rights.
You may chose to read his manual in its entirety or to only read the sections that
are important to you during the various stages of your job search. Furthermore, at
the end of the manual there is a list of references for additional information that
may be useful in regard to accessing employment and your economic rights. Best
of luck with your job search!
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1.1 EPILEPSY SOUTH AFRICA
Founded in 1967, Epilepsy South Africa is the only national non-profit organisation
in the country focusing exclusively on rendering specialised and comprehensive
services to people living with epilepsy and other disabilities. Epilepsy South Africa
is committed to rendering quality, needs-directed services, ensuring maximum
organisational effectiveness and impact as well as accomplishing long-term
sustainability. We achieve our objectives through a variety of education, awareness,
social development and economic empowerment programmes.
Even in today’s progressive society, a person with epilepsy is not guaranteed
equality. Epilepsy South Africa is a vigorous advocate for those living with epilepsy.
We work to protect their rights, promote empowerment, self-determination and,
when unable to do so themselves, represent their interests. We seek to ensure
that people with epilepsy have equal access to opportunities that enable them to
live rich, productive and fulfilling lives and achieve their greatest potential in all
spheres in life.

1.2 PURPOSE
The manual is designed to address each step of the job search process by
explaining in detail the steps, tools and strategies needed to succeed getting paid
employment. There are many approaches and suggestions provided, from which
each reader must decide what tools and information best suits their particular
situation. Although many items apply generally to the job search, your job
search strategies should be adapted to fit your personal needs and employment
aspirations.
Use this as a workbook to ensure you are best prepared to present your skills
and abilities to a potential employer. The manual is designed for you to write
down your personal details so that at the end of each chapter you will have the
information necessary to apply for open labour positions. The following icon
indicates activities for you to complete:
Furthermore, much of the information in this manual will apply to people in
general, and not only people with epilepsy, as we all have more similarities
than differences in regards to accessing open labour market. But this manual is
designed specifically for people with epilepsy therefore some information will be
specific to those with the condition. You’ll notice the following icon to indicate
when information is applicable specifically to people with epilepsy:
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2. IDENTIFY A GOOD JOB MATCH
It is very important to have a clear understanding of the types of jobs you may be
good at. Understanding what you enjoy doing and what you are good at will not only
assist in helping to identify the best jobs to apply for, but it will also improve your
chances of getting employment. It will save you time filling out applications and will
allow you to present yourself the best way possible to potential employers.

2.1 Knowledge, Skills, Environment and Attitude
One way to identify a good job match is to know the skills and knowledge you offer a
potential employer. Potential employers look for skills, knowledge and attitude when
they want to hire a new employee. It is important to know your skills and knowledge
and be able to demonstrate them to a potential employer.

Knowledge
First think about the knowledge you have about certain topics or activities.
Knowledge is about having information or knowing about certain topics.
For Example
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t

%PZPVLOPXUIFFYQFDUBUJPOTPGXPSLJOHJOBOPóDF 
%PZPVLOPXIPXCPPLTBSFNBEF
%PZPVLOPXIPXUPDPPLGPSUXFOUZQFPQMF 
"SFZPVHPPEBUNBUIFNBUJDT 
%PZPVIPXUPHBSEFO 
%PZPVLOPXIPXUPöYBDBS 
%PZPVLOPXIPXUPTFMMUPQFPQMF 
"SFZPVHPPEBUTQFMMJOHPSXSJUJOH 
%PZPVIBWFLOPXMFEHFPSJOGPSNBUJPOBCPVUBDFSUBJOUZQFPGKPCPSJOEVTUSZ 
%PZPVLOPXIPXUPDBSFGPSDIJMESFO

These are questions that will help you better understand your knowledge about areas
of life that can be of benefit to a potential employer. Write down at least six areas in
which you have knowledge.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
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Skills
Now that you have thought about different areas in which you have knowledge,
think about your skills. Activities you are good at are called skills. A way to identify
your skills is to think about things you have done before that you were good at it.
For Example
t
t
t
t
t
t
t

)BWFZPVCVJMUBIPVTF 
)BWFZPVDPPLFEBMBSHFNFBMGPSZPVSDIVSDIHSPVQ 
"SFZPVHPPEBUUBMLJOHUPTUSBOHFST 
$BOZPVVTFBDPNQVUFS 
$BOZPVöYBDBS 
$BOZPVUJMMBHBSEFO 
)BWFZPVXPSLFEJOBTUPSFPSTQB[BTIPQ 

These are questions that will help you better understand skills you already have
that can be of benefit to a potential employer. Write down at least six skills you’ve
identified for yourself.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

If you struggle to identify your skills and knowledge you are not alone. But
understand that everybody has skills and knowledge. Sometimes it helps if you ask
a friend or relative to tell you the skills and knowledge they see you possess. Also,
you may want to look at various job postings to identify the skills employers are
looking for.
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Environment
Another consideration is the type of place you work. Your work environment refers
to the space around where you’ll be expected to work. Where you will be working
and the immediate surroundings may impact your success on the job.
Consider the following questions:
t
t
t
t

%PZPVQSFGFSUPNPWFBSPVOEBMPUPSCFJOBOPQFOTQBDF
%PZPVQSFGFSUPTJUPSTUBOE
"SFZPVXJMMJOHUPXBMLMPOHEJTUBODFT
"SFUIFSFFOWJSPONFOUBMIB[BSETZPVNVTUBWPJE TVDIBTFYDFTTJWFEVTU DPME
PSDFSUBJOMJHIUJOH
t )PXXJMMZPVHFUUPUIFFNQMPZNFOUTJUF 8IBUUSBOTQPSUJTBWBJMBCMF
t %PZPVMJLFUPESFTTGPSNBMMZPSQSFGFSUPXFBSDBTVBMDMPUIFTBUXPSL
t "SFUIFSFFOWJSPONFOUBMDPOEJUJPOTUIBUDBVTFPSJODSFBTFUIFDIBODFT
PGTFJ[VSFT
Your answers to the questions above will influence what type of job you’ll be best
at. For example, if you prefer to be moving around rather than sitting all day then
BOPóDFKPCNBZOPUCFUIFCFTUöU0SJTZPVBSFBMMFSHJDUPEVTUZPVNBZOPUCF
best suited to work in a warehouse.
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In addition, you may want to think about how epilepsy may impact your ability
to do certain job functions or to function the most effectively in different
environments. For example, if you have photosensitive epilepsy, you will want to
ensure you are not exposed to light or light patterns that trigger seizures.
Consider the following information about yourself to better understand what job
may be right for you.
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t

5IFGSFRVFODZBOEEVSBUJPOPGTFJ[VSFT
5IFUZQFPGTFJ[VSF
"OBVSBPSTFOTFUIBUTFSWFTBTBXBSOJOHQSJPSUPUIFTFJ[VSF
)PXFòFDUJWFUIFTFJ[VSFTBSFDPOUSPMMFECZNFEJDBUJPO
)PXZPVGFFMBOEPSCFIBWFBGUFSBTFJ[VSF
'BDUPSTUIBUUSJHHFSTFJ[VSFTUIBUNBZFYJTUJOUIFXPSLQMBDF
5JNFTPGUIFEBZZPVBSFNPSFFòFDUJWFPSGPDVTFE
1MBDFTPGXPSLUIBUIBWFBOEIBWFOPUXPSLFEJOUIFQBTU

WORKPLACE ENVIRONMENT
Write in the space below what type of work environment is important to you.
1.
2.
3.
4.

8IBUUZQFTPGKPCTNBUDIUIPTFXPSLQMBDFFOWJSPONFOUT
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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Attitude
It is necessary to have a good attitude. Having a positive attitude isn’t just
something that will help you during your job search, it is always necessary to have
a good attitude.
Looking for a job is hard work and staying motivated is very important. Being
motivated means doing your best and having a positive attitude all the time! Your
attitude, whether you realise it or not, is expressed in your application in a variety
of ways. Potential employers know what to look for and how to identify a person
who is merely putting words on paper from those who are truly interested in the
position for which they are applying.
Work ethic can also be considered part of your attitude. Work ethic describes
your beliefs and behaviour in regard to what it means to be a hard-working,
responsible and conscientious employee. Your work ethic includes your ability and
willingness to take initiative, accept instructions, arrive to work on time and respect
break times. It is also reflected in your interest in increasing your skills and taking
advantage of advancement opportunities. Employers look for employees with a
strong work ethic.
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2.2 DISCLOSURE
Disclosure refers to the act of revealing one’s disability. It is the right and
responsibility of the person with a disability to disclose, or not to disclose.
Disclosure may be self-evident in the case of those with disabilities that are
apparent upon sight, such as some physical disabilities. However, less visible
disabilities, such as epilepsy, often require the person to inform the employer or
potential employer of their disability. It is important to consider when and what to
disclose to an employer or potential employer.

Disclosure
Choosing when, how or if to disclose your disability is an important decision
that shouldn’t be taken lightly. When it comes to disclosure, there isn’t a single
strategy that fits all people with epilepsy. People with epilepsy have varying
career aspirations, and experience the condition differently, so one must chose
the most appropriate path according to specific circumstances. You can disclose
on your application or CV, during an interview, after being offered the position,
or after having a seizure at your work. At each point there are advantages and
disadvantages to consider.
Review the table below and take note of the advantages and disadvantages during
different stages in the hiring process. Consider each carefully when making your
decision when to disclose.

Advantages

Disadvantages

ON THE APPLICATION OR CV
t &NQMPZFSTXJMMSFDPHOJ[FZPVS
employment as a contribution to their
employment equity plans.

t 5IFSFJTOPXBZUPLOPXJGZPVS
application was discriminated
against due to your disability.

t :PVBSFFMJHJCMFGPSSFBTPOBCMF
accommodation should you be
invited to the next step of the hiring
process.

Continues on next page
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Advantages

Disadvantages

DURING THE INTERVIEW
t :PVDBOQFSTPOBMMZBEESFTTJTTVFT 
concerns and myths related to
epilepsy to put the employer at ease.

t *UNBZCFDIBMMFOHJOHUPIJHIMJHIU
your capabilities should the
discussion focus on your disability.

t *GIJSFEZPVDBOGFFMTFDVSFLOPXJOH
management knows you have a
disability.

t *GZPVBSFOPUIJSFE EJTDSJNJOBUJPO
JTEJóDVMUUPQSPWFBOEZPVIBWF
little recourse.

t :PVDBOEJTDVTTSFBTPOBCMF
accommodation during the
interview.

UPON BEING OFFERED THE JOB
t :PVBSFFMJHJCMFGPSSFBTPOBCMF
accommodation.
t :PVXJMMLOPXZPVSFNQMPZFS
BOEPSDPXPSLFSTXJMMCF
prepared should you have a
seizure at work.

t :PVSFNQMPZFSNBZGFFMUIBUZPV
hid your disability and could
potentially hold that against you
in the future.

t *GEJTDMPTVSFDIBOHFTUIFIJSJOH
decision or job conditions you
may have grounds to approach
the CCMA on the basis of
discrimination.
AFTER STARTING THE JOB
t :PVIBWFUIFPQQPSUVOJUZ
to showcase your ability to
perform the job.
t :PVTIPVMECFQSPUFDUFECZ
the law from discriminatory
practices based upon
disclosing your disability.

t :PVNBZIBSCPVSTUSFTTBCPVUOPU
telling your employer and worry
about having a seizure before you
have the chance to disclose.
t 5IFMPOHFSZPVXBJUUPEJTDMPTF UIF
NPSFEJóDVMUJUXJMMCFUPUFMMZPVS
employer.

AFTER HAVING A SEIZURE ON THE JOB
t :PVTIPVMECFQSPUFDUFECZ
the law from discriminatory
practices based upon disclosing
your disability.

t :PVNBZSJTLZPVSIFBMUIJG
nobody knows what to do during
the event you do have a seizure.
t :PVSJTLMPTJOHUIFUSVTUPGZPVS
employer and co-workers by not
preparing them before you had a
seizure.
t :PVNBZFYQFSJFODFTUSFTT
because of not disclosing you
have epilepsy.
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The important thing is to take the time to consider the best option for you
depending on the circumstances. Don’t ignore the issue. You will have worked
very hard to develop your CV and to apply for employment opportunities, so
don’t disadvantage yourself by not carefully considering the risks and benefits to
disclosure.
Another important factor to consider is the type of seizure(s) you have and to what
extent the seizures are controlled. About 80% of people with epilepsy are able
to control their seizures with medication so that seizures occur rarely or never as
long as the medication maintains its therapeutic levels and is taken as prescribed.
Furthermore, there are various types of seizures which would impact the workplace
differently. You know best what happens during a seizure and can assist in gauging
what is and is not safe. Consider the following types of seizures and how they may
impact the workplace:

Seizure Type

What it looks like

GENERALISED ABSENCE

The person looks blank and stares. There may be
blinking or slight twitching. It lasts a few seconds
then normal activity continues.

(Previously named Petit mal)

GENERALISED TONIC-CLONIC
(Previously named Grand mal)

COMPLEX PARTIAL
(affecting a specific area of the brain)

The common sequence is: staring; stiffening of
the body; possible blue colour around the mouth;
jerking movements. As breathing restarts normal
colour returns. There may be blood flecked saliva
and incontinence (rare). Lasts a few minutes.

May start with a warning or “aura”. The person
may appear confused or distracted. There may be
repetitive movements, e.g. plucking at clothes.

Also consider environmental hazards of different employment opportunities.
Working in high risk environments such as around heavy moving machinery or
vehicles, open water, exposed circuit electricity or chemicals or ovens that can
burn is cautioned. Regardless, the job you choose should reflect your interests,
skills and qualifications. The right job is out there for you and you are encouraged
to consider both your needs in regard to epilepsy as well as your aptitudes when
identifying the right job.
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Match seizure type and employment type
Review the table below. In the column to the right, write things that should be
considered depending on the seizure type and the corresponding job. Do the
same activity for a job of your choice to see how seizure type may impact the
ability to do different types of jobs.

Seizure Type

Employment
Position

GENERALISED ABSENCE

t$PPLPS$IFG

Things to
consider

(Previously named Petit mal)
t0óDF"TTJTUBODF

t8FMEFS

GENERALISED TONIC-CLONIC

t$PPLPS$IFG

(Previously named Grand mal)
t0óDF"TTJTUBODF

t8FMEFS

COMPLEX PARTIAL

t$PPLPS$IFG

(affecting a specific area of
the brain)

t0óDF"TTJTUBODF

t8FMEFS
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3. APPLY FOR VACANCIES
Applying for a vacancy is both an art and a science and unfortunately is often
not well understood. The process can be a simple one-page application or a
complicated procedure requiring multiple forms of documentation. Regardless of
the process, employers are often looking for the same thing: the ‘right’ person for
the job. While each particular employment position and each individual
employer may define it differently, there are things you can do that will help you
improve your chances of being the successful candidate.
Employers want to know how well an applicant’s skills and experiences match
the requirements and demands of the position. This includes specific technical
TLJMMT TVDIBTöUUJOHBOEUVSOJOHGPSBNBJOUFOBODF.BOBHFSPS.JDSPTPGU0óDF
DPNQVUFSTLJMMTGPSBO0óDF"ENJOJTUSBUPS5FDIOJDBMTLJMMTBSFTQFDJöDUPBKPCBOE
will be different depending on the type of position.
Employers also look for generic skills such as the ability to meet deadlines,
communicate well or work on a team. Generic skills are necessary to be successful
in all jobs, regardless of the technical skills required. The ability to demonstrate
that you have strong generic work skills is important. In addition to listing your
technical skills, be sure to mention your generic skills during the application
process.
TECHNICAL SKILLS AND GENERIC SKILLS
Technical skills are skills necessary to complete a specific task. These are skills that
often require training on the precise ways in which the task must be undertaken.
While obtaining a qualification through formal schooling is one way of receiving
technical skills, it isn’t the only way. You may have skills that you’ve developed over
the years informally. These are skills that you have that you are good enough at that
you could get paid for doing them.
Examples of technical skills includes: plumbing; teaching children; drawing;
ability to use specific computer software; cleaning; chef; or small appliance repair.
Describe some technical skills:
1.
2.
3.
4.
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8IBUUFDIOJDBMTLJMMTEPZPVIBWF -JTUBUMFBTUUXP
1.
2.

Generic skills, sometimes called “soft” skills, are different from technical skills. Generic
skills describe skills we all learn as we grow up. These are skills that allow us to get
along well with others and conduct our daily lives. These skills we learn from our
parents, family, peers and others we interact with throughout our lifetime.
Examples of generic skills includes: organised; quick learner; team player;
detail oriented; good communicator; and patient.
Describe some generic skills:

1.
2.
3.
4.

8IBUHFOFSJDTLJMMTEPZPVIBWF -JTUBUMFBTUUISFF
1.
2.
3.

Another key component employers look for is clues as to how you will fit within
the culture of the organisation. Every business or organisation has its own
unique culture that is determined by the people in the organisation, particularly
the leadership. However, factors such as size, industry, location, and age of
the organisation all play key roles in its cultural development. The best way
to find out an organisation’s culture is to talk to people who work there about
the social norms, behaviours and attitudes of the workers there. Alternatively,
much information about an organisation’s culture can be found on their website
or through other electronic media. More about researching a business will be
discussed later in Chapter 3.3 of the manual.
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Where To Find Job Vacancies
Knowing where to find vacancies, as well as how to apply for them, is very
important. The South African labour market is characterised by high levels of
unemployment; therefore many employers often have many applicants to choose
from for a job for which they are hiring. But do not be discouraged. In addition to
being well prepared by knowing your skills and knowledge, you will dramatically
increase your chances of obtaining a job by knowing where to find vacancies and
by applying for as many as you can find that match your particular needs and
interests. This section lists a variety of options that you can investigate to find job
vacancies in your area.

Newspaper
Most newspapers have a classified section that lists job vacancies. Sometimes a
newspaper will have a specific issue or list job postings on a certain day of the
week. A classified section will often list jobs available by categories to help you
know where to look. Familiarize yourself with the way your local newspaper
organises vacancies.

Internet
Online job portals are websites designed to assist job seekers and potential
employers to find a good job match. There are a variety of job portals that list
vacancies. If you are unfamiliar with online searching it may take a few tries for you
to get used to it. However, you will recognize that most portals include a section
that is called job seekers, job search, careers or vacancies. If you click on that
section you should be able to view the vacancies available. Many will also allow
you to search for jobs according to a certain area of the country, certain type of job
or other criteria. You can tailor your search by using one or more of these functions.
Many of these job portals encourage you to upload your CV to allow potential
employers to search for you. This means that if you upload your CV that businesses
looking to hire will be able to see it, so be sure that it looks professional. Another
option is to sign up for a job alert, which requires you to register your name,
contact information and details about the type of job you are looking for. Once you
register for a job alert then you will be emailed vacancies that fit the description of
job that you outlined in the registration process. Some national job portals include:
www.careers24.com
www.jobs.co.za
www.pnet.co.za
www.talentocean.co.za
www.thecareersportal.co.za
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Job portals can be a great resource. The internet provides a place to look at a
variety of positions and, in some cases, provides opportunity for employers
to find you. Be wary, however. It is advised to used this resource in addition to
other strategies. Do not upload your CV to a job portal and sit back and wait for
somebody to call and offer you a job! Obtaining employment is a very competitive
process and using job portals is just one of several strategies you can use to find
the perfect job for you.

Recruitment Agencies
There are organisations throughout the country that are in the business of
helping others find a job. These businesses are often called recruitment agencies
or personnel consultants. These organisations act as the middleman between
businesses wanting to hire new employees and people looking for a job. They
work to match up qualified job candidates with existing jobs. Some recruitment
agencies specialize in certain types of jobs or economic sectors. Some operate
nationally and others locally. There are other recruitment agencies that specialise
in job placement for people with disabilities, which will be discussed presently.
You can find the names of recruitment agencies in your area on the internet, in the
Yellow Pages or from your friends and family.
There are some advantages to using a recruitment agency, but one should
consider some additional advice. Recruitment agencies boast their relationships
with business and their ability to help people access jobs they may not otherwise
be able to find. Be aware that some recruitment agencies are better than others.
If you are thinking about using an agency, it is suggested that you do your own
research about that agency. You can ask your friends about the agency, look on the
internet to see what others say about them or ask the agency directly some key
question, such as:
t)PXMPOHIBWFUIFZCFFOJOCVTJOFTT
t)PXNBOZCVTJOFTTFTEPUIFZXPSLXJUI
t8IBUUZQFTPGCVTJOFTTFTEPUIFZXPSLXJUI
t)PXNBOZPSXIBUQFSDFOUBHFPGKPCQMBDFNFOUTEPUIFZNBLFBNPOUI
t8IBUGFFTUPUIFZDIBSHF
Be wary of agencies that haven’t been in the business long or are unable to
provide their job placement rate. If the agency specialises in a sector that requires
specialised skills and you do not have those types of skills then look for another
agency.

Disability Recruitment Agencies
Some recruitment agencies specialize in finding qualified candidates for jobs that
are designated for people with disabilities. Businesses may designate a vacancy
specifically for a person with a disability in order to increase their workplace
diversity, fulfil their organisational employment equity plan or to increase their
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Broad-Based Black Economic Empowerment (BB-BEE) rating. Although these
postings limit the number of applicants by eliminating candidates who do not
have a disability, these positions can also be very competitive. It is important to
highlight your skills and abilities as it is with any position.

Network
A good way to find a job is through your friends, family and neighbours. Ask
people you know if they know about job vacancies in the area. Also ask them if
they know business-owners that you could talk to about a potential job. Consider
using social media, such as facebook or twitter, to let your extended friends know
you are looking for a job. Otherwise you can search your neighbourhood or take
a train to the nearest town and talk to local businesses yourself. Most, but not all,
business owners and managers appreciate somebody who takes the initiative to
introduce themselves and say they are looking for work. If you choose to do this,
follow the tips below:
t #FCSJFGBOEQSPGFTTJPOBM*OUSPEVDFZPVSTFMGBOEBMXBZTUIBOLUIFQFSTPOGPS
their time.
t )BWFBDMFBSBOEDPODJTFNFTTBHFUIBUEFTDSJCFTJOPOFPSUXPTFOUFODFTUIF
type of job you are looking for. Don’t just say you are looking for a job. The
manager or owner wants to know what you have to offer them, so be specific
about the skills you have to offer.
t #SJOHBUZQFE$7UPMFBWFXJUIUIFPXOFS NBOBHFSPSPUIFSTUBò&OTVSFUIF$7
looks professional by following the suggestions listed in the next section.
t %POPUHPJOUPBCVTJOFTTEVSJOHQFBLUJNFT'PSFYBNQMF EPOUHPUPB
SFTUBVSBOUEVSJOHMVODIIPVSPSJOUPBOPóDFBUISXIFOQFPQMFBSF
leaving.
t *GUIFPXOFSPSNBOBHFSJTVOBCMFUPNFFUXJUIZPV BTLJGZPVDBOTFUVQBO
appointment at a time that is convenient for him or her.

Disabled Persons Organisations
Another resource that may be available to you is organisations that provide
services to people with disabilities. There are many organisations around the
country that focus on assisting people with disabilities. Sometimes these
organisations know of available jobs in your area or may have additional resources
to assist in your job search. You can often find these organisations on the internet
or in the Yellow Pages. Epilepsy South Africa is one such example of a disabled
persons organisation.
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Considering there are many places to look for a job.
Where are the best places in my community to find
XPSL
Newspapers with job vacancies
Newspaper or magazine name

Day of week vacancies are posted

1.

1.

2.

2.

3.

3.

8IFSFDBO*IBWFBDDFTTUPUIFJOUFSOFU  4DIPPM JOUFSOFUDBGÏ MJCSBSZFUD
1.
2.
3.

8IJDIXFCTJUFTNBZXPSLGPSNF
1.
2.
3.
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8IBUSFDSVJUNFOUBHFODJFTBSFBWBJMBCMFJONZBSFB
1.
2.
3.

8IJDIPGNZGSJFOET GBNJMZPSDPNNVOJUZNFNCFSTNBZCFBCMFUPIFMQNFöOEBKPC
1.
2.
3.

8IBUPSHBOJTBUJPOT TVDIBTEJTBCJMJUZPSHBOJTBUJPOT BSFJONZBSFBUPIFMQNF
1.
2.
3.

3.1 DEVELOP A WINNING CV
A CV, or Curriculum Vitae, is a document that highlights your abilities and
achievements. Highlighting accomplishments on your CV will demonstrate your
competencies to potential employers.
A clear and concise CV will assist employers to understand the skills, education
and experience you could offer their business. Employers often receive more
applications than they need for a single job posting, and only a small number of
individuals will be short listed for the next stage of the hiring process. Therefore,
your CV will be the first determinant of your chances of being offered the post.
If you have experiences that align with the vacancy be sure to include them. For
example, if a job posting indicates the need for somebody well-organised and you
feel you match that description, add it to your CV under Skills and Characteristics.
Better yet, if you demonstrated keen organisational skills by coordinating a church
or community function include that experience on your CV under Volunteer
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or Community Activities. It is recommended that you review your CV before
submitting it to improve it by making minor changes that best describes how your
qualifications fit the job description. Most importantly, however, always be honest
and never misrepresent or lie about your academic or professional experiences.
Not only is that dishonest, but falsifying information on your CV is cause for
immediate dismissal should you be hired for that position. That means that lying
on your CV, application, cover letter or any other document can get your fired if
you’re application is successful.
There are many different formats or ways to organise a CV, but most will contain
the following basic information:
t/BNFBOE4VSOBNF
t1IPOFOVNCFSBOE JGZPVIBWFPOF FNBJMBEESFTT
t1PTUBM"EESFTT
t$BSFFS(PBMPS8PSL0CKFDUJWF
t-BOHVBHF4LJMMT
t&EVDBUJPOBOE2VBMJöDBUJPOT
t&NQMPZNFOU)JTUPSZ
t4LJMMTBOE$IBSBDUFSJTUJDTBOE
t3FGFSFODFT
Depending on your skills and experiences, as well as the requirements of the job, a
CV may also contain the following:
t$PNQVUFSTLJMMT
t7PMVOUFFSPSDPNNVOJUZBDUJWJUJFT
t1FSTPOBMJOUFSFTUTPSIPCCJFT
t%SJWFSTMJDFOTFUZQFBOE
t%JTBCJMJUZ

General Suggestions
Be sure your CV looks professional. Proofread your CV for spelling and grammar
errors. It is also advisable to have a friend or relative review it to be sure the format
is easy to read and that there are no spelling or grammar errors. Type your CV on
a typewriter or print it from a computer. Many libraries and community centres
have computers which can be used by the public, sometimes for free. Otherwise,
JOUFSOFUDBGÏTBOESFNPUFCVTJOFTTDFOUSFTBSFCFDPNJOHNPSFBWBJMBCMF
throughout the country.
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Personal Details
Always include your surname, first names, date of birth, identity number, and
gender in an easy to read format. It is recommended that you write “surname” and
next to it in neat order write your surname and follow that example for all of your
personal information. You may also want to include your health status, religion,
driver’s license number, nationality, place of birth or marital status.
You can consider including that you have a disability in this section of your CV.
However, if you chose to do so it is only recommended that you indicate ‘yes’ that
you have a disability but do not include a specific diagnosis. More information
about the disclosure of your disability was provided in section 2.2 of the manual.

Contact Details
Accurate and legible contact details are very important, and you should include at
least one telephone number and a postal address. An alternate telephone number
and an email address is also recommended.

Career Goal or Work Objective
Your CV should include a Career Goal or Work Objective, which summarises what
type of work you want to do and, perhaps, suggest your professional aspirations in
the future. Write this section very carefully. A way to write your Work Objective is to
follow the sample below:

WRITE A WORK OBJECTIVE
A Work Objective tells a potential employer in one or two sentences what work
you want to do and why. It may also include a reason for wanting to work with
a particular organisation or industry. Your Work Objective should be clear and
concise. It must fit with the position you are applying for. Sometimes people find it
challenging to write a Work Objective. This activity will assist you in writing a Work
Objective you will be proud of.
Write two things you are knowledgeable about from the list you created on page 7.
1.
2.

Write three skills you possess from your list created on page 8.
1.
2.
3.
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Pick your favorite job written from your examples on page 10 and write below.
1.

Consider what you wrote above and complete the following sentence below.
*XBOUUPQVSTVFBDBSFFSJO CVTJOFTTJOEVTUSZTFDUPS VTJOHNZ TLJMMTFEVDBUJPO
knowledge).
The first blank section should identify the type of job you want or the business with
whom you are applying for a job. In the second blank section list a few of your skills
that you identified. These skills must match the requirements for the job listed.
Try completing a few to see which one you like best.
I want to pursue a career in ____________________ using my _____________________.
I want to pursue a career in ____________________ using my _____________________.
I want to pursue a career in ____________________ using my _____________________.
Review the examples below.
Example Work Objectives:
t 6UJMJTFNZRVBMJöDBUJPOJO0óDF.BOBHFNFOUBOENZQVCMJDSFMBUJPOTFYQFSJFODFUP
QVSTVFBDBSFFSXJUI.FUSPQPMJUBO-JGFBO0óDF"TTJTUBOU
t 1VSTVFBDBSFFSJOBVUPNFDIBOJDTCZVTJOHNZLOPXMFEHFPGFOHJOFSFQBJS
t 0CUBJOBQPTJUJPOJOUIFJOTVSBODFTFDUPSUIBUXJMMVUJMJTFNZPSHBOJTBUJPOBMTLJMMT
t 6UJMJTFNZUIFTLJMMTBOELOPXMFEHFPCUBJOFEGSPNBDIJFWJOHBDFSUJöDBUFJO
Preparatory Cooking
t 0CUBJOBQPTJUJPOJOUIFSFUBJMTFDUPSXIFSF*DBOVUJMJTFNZQFPQMFTLJMMT
t 1VSTVFBDBSFFSJO$IJMEDBSFUIBUVTFTNZLOPXMFEHFPGBOEMPWFGPSDIJMESFO
Now refine your favourite example Work Objective by using some of the more
complicated Work Objectives above. Write at least three different Work Objectives and
then put a star by the one you like best.
1.

2.

3.
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&EVDBUJPOBOE2VBMJöDBUJPOT
This section showcases your education and any academic qualifications you may
have. Always list this section most recent to least recent. That means that the last
educational course you participated in will be listed first on your CV. List all the
educational programmes you have participated in, including any short courses,
MFBSOFSTIJQTPSPUIFSUSBJOJOHQSPHSBNT#FTQFDJöDBCPVUUIFTLJMMTBOEPS
LOPXMFEHFMFBSOFEGSPNFBDIDPVSTFBOEMJTUUIF/2'MFWFMJGBQQMJDBCMF

Employment History
Employers will pay particular attention to your employment history. Ensure
your employment history is written in a format that is easy to understand. It is
important, once again, to list your employment history starting with your most
recent job and ending with your least recent job.
If you do not have any paid work experience, don’t panic. Include in this section
volunteer or community work. Think about activities you’ve done with your church
or community group or any volunteer work that you’ve done- even if it was only
a few days. List these activities under employment history, but indicate that they
were unpaid or voluntary.

Important items to include in the Employment History section are:
name and location of the business;
t DPOUBDUEFUBJMTPGUIFCVTJOFTTJODMVEJOHBEESFTT QIPOFOVNCFSBOE JG
applicable, email address;
t UIFOBNFPGZPVSJNNFEJBUFTVQFSWJTPSPSEJSFDUNBOBHFS
t ZPVSUJUMFPSSPMF
t TUBSUEBUFBOEFOEEBUFPGFNQMPZNFOUBOE
t CSJFGTVNNBSZPGUIFQPTJUJPO.
t
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Complete the following information on your employment history. Be sure all
information is clear. When writing a summary, be brief but concise. The summary
should quickly describe your primary responsibilities on the job.

Company Name
Position Name
Start date and End date

Position Summary
Contact person

Company Name
Position Name
Start date and End date

Position Summary
Contact person

Company Name
Position Name
Start date and End date

Position Summary
Contact person
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Skills and Characteristics
This section allows you to list additional skills or characteristics that aren’t included
elsewhere in the CV. Focus on attributes that you think would directly benefit the
business or would improve your ability to perform the functions of the position.
You can get ideas about what types of things to list from the vacancy posting;
often a list of desired characteristics is listed in the posting. However, don’t just
add the items listed in the posting. Be thoughtful and honestly consider if you have
those characteristics.

Think about what activities or jobs you’ve done where you’ve used those skills.
Some skills and characteristics to consider are:
t)BSEXPSLJOH
t4FMGNPUJWBUFE
t)POFTU
t8SJUUFOBOEWFSCBMDPNNVOJDBUJPOTLJMMT JOEJDBUFXIJDIMBOHVBHF T
t0SHBOJTFE
t1SPöDJFOUJO.JDSPTPGU0óDFBQQMJDBUJPOTTVDIBT8PSE &YDFM BOE1PXFS1PJOU
t$PMMBCPSBUJWFUFBNNFNCFS
t8JMMJOHUPMFBSO
t2VJDLMFBSOFS

References
References are individuals who are familiar with your work and your character.
Potential employers may want to contact these people to confirm the accuracy
and honesty of what is written on your CV. References should be people who are
directly familiar with the quality and type of work you’ve done in the past.
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The best references are former supervisors or managers. Other references can
include the manager of a community group who knows you well, a church leader
or former teacher or school administrator. It is not recommended to include family
members as a reference. Always get permission from the person before you include
them as a reference.

Computer Skills
If you are applying for a job that may include using the computer at any time, it is
suggested that you include your computer skills, such as typing or letter writing.
Also include a list of software that you are familiar with. Software applications can
CFBTDPNQMFYBTJOEVTUSZTQFDJöDQSPHSBNNFTPSBTHFOFSBMBT.JDSPTPGU0óDF
Word or Excel.

Volunteer or Community Activities
If you did not use volunteer or community activities as a part of your employment
history and you have experiences in this category that relate to the position for
which you are applying, include an additional section that specifically lists those
activities. Ensure that you highlight skills or knowledge learned or used during
these activities that relate to the position for which you are applying.

Personal Interests or Hobbies
Another section you may want to have on your CV is personal interests or hobbies.
It is suggested that if you chose to add this section that you are very brief about
your description and, if possible, keep it relevant to the type of employment you
want to obtain. For example, if your interest is to work in a book store, it may be
advisable to list your favourite books or genre of books.

8IZBSF$7T3FKFDUFE
Most often CV’s are rejected because it doesn’t contain the information the
FNQMPZFSJTMPPLJOHGPSPSJUJTEJóDVMUUPSFBE0OBWFSBHF ZPVIBWFUXFOUZ
seconds to capture the attention of the employer. And perhaps less considering
the person may have to review fifty or one hundred CV’s. The employer needs to
immediately recognize the information he or she wants to see in order to compel
the person to invite you to the next step in the hiring process.
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Therefore, if the information on the first page or two isn’t easy to read or it
doesn’t contain the information desired then your application may be denied.
Keep in mind the following tips:
t VTFDPODJTF BDUJPOPSJFOUFEXPSETUIBUNBUDIUIFKPCQPTUJOHBOETQFDJöDBMMZ
describe work you’ve done;
t BWPJEMFOHUIZQBSBHSBQITBOEVTFCVMMFUTPSUBCMFTJGQPTTJCMF
t MFBWFXIJUFTQBDFPOUIFQBQFSTPZPVS$7JTOUDMVUUFSFEXJUIXPSET
t VOMFTTZPVBSFBQQMZJOHGPSBWFSZBDBEFNJDQPTJUJPO ZPVS$7TIPVMEOU
be more than four or five pages.
Be sure you describe specific tasks and jobs you’ve done so it is clear that you
will provide added benefit to the business or organisation; and proofread at
least twice, and preferably have a friend proofread for spelling, grammar and
punctuation errors.

You can use the following template as an example and make
changes to it as needed. See next page.
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CURRICULUM VITAE OF

PRIVATE AND CONFIDENTIAL

PERSONAL DETAILS
SURNAME
FIRST NAME
DATE OF BIRTH
IDENTITY NUMBER
ADDRESS
TELEPHONE NUMBER
GENDER
MARITAL STATUS
HOME LANGUAGE
OTHER LANGUAGES
NATIONALITY
RELIGION

WORK OBJECTIVE
ACADEMIC RECORD
SCHOOL ATTENDED
YEAR
STANDARD PASSED
SUBJECTS
ACHIEVEMENTS

WORK EXPERIENCE
COMPANY NAME
POSITION HELD
START DATE-END DATE
POSITION SUMMARY
CONTACT

SKILLS
INTERESTS
32
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3.2 WRITE A COMPELLING
COVER LETTER
A cover letter is a short letter that is sent to a potential employer with your CV. A
cover letter provides a brief introduction to you and your skills. Some job postings
XJMMSFRVJSFBDPWFSMFUUFSJOBEEJUJPOUPB$7BOEPSBOBQQMJDBUJPO)PXFWFS FWFO
if a cover letter is not required, it is advisable to create one. A cover letter can be
used to apply for a posted position, inquire about upcoming or potential vacancies
or to introduce yourself as a potential candidate in the future. A well written cover
letter may give you the edge over other potential candidates and get you to the
next phase in the hiring process.

8SJUJOHBDPWFSMFUUFSJTOPUUPPEJóDVMU
A cover letter shouldn’t be more than one page in length and all cover letters
follow a similar format. However, each cover letter must be individualised for each
job; do not use the same cover letter for more than one job posting.
The most important items to include in a cover letter are:
t "CSJFGJOUSPEVDUJPO
t 5IFOBNFBOEUJUMFPGUIFQPTJUJPOGPSXIJDIZPVBSFBQQMZJOH NBOZCVTJOFTTFT
hire for more than one position at a time);
t "OFYQMBOBUJPOPGXIZZPVBSFJOUFSFTUFEJOUIFQPTJUJPOBOEPSUIFCVTJOFTT
t "OFYQMBOBUJPOPGIPXZPVSTLJMMTBOEFYQFSJFODFTSFMBUFEJSFDUMZUPUIFQPTJUJPO 
but do NOT just duplicate what is on your CV;
t $VTUPNJTFFBDIMFUUFSUPUIFCVTJOFTT XIJDINFBOTZPVOFFEUPLOPXBCPVU
UIFQPTJUJPOBOEPSUIFCVTJOFTT
There are a variety of formats for writing a cover letter, however, most of them
are similar. If you want to write a cover letter for a specific type of industry, for
example the medical sector, you can also go to your library or onto the internet for
additional tips. Generally, a cover letter is less than one page and includes three or
four paragraphs of information about yourself and your interest in the position. It
should be formatted as a formal business letter.
A Basic cover letter can be written by following the example on the following
page...
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YOUR NAME AND CONTACT INFORMATION
Name of the person
Business name
Business Address
Date
%FBS.ST.S4JSPS.BEBN

The second paragraph should highlight your skills and experiences and go into
more detail about the added value you will provide their business. Use specific
examples of your skills that are transferable to that specific work context. Pay
particular attention to the job posting requirements. If you have limited experience
and struggle to complete a full paragraph on your professional skills, use this
paragraph to describe your desire and enthusiasm to learn specific skills or expand
your current skills in a particular area.

COVER LETTER EXAMPLE

The first paragraph should express your interest in the job and should include
specific information about why your skills and experience are ideal for the position
BOEPSUIFCVTJOFTT*GZPVBSFSFTQPOEJOHUPBQPTUJOH FYQMBJOXIFSFZPVGPVOE
the advert; if not then explain how you discovered the business and why you are
writing to them. This paragraph need only be three or four sentences, but should
be compelling enough to encourage the employer to keep reading.

Use a third paragraph to demonstrate your interest and knowledge about the
business by explaining how you will add value to the business purpose or mission.
Do some homework about the business and be insightful about your ability and
interest in furthering their business goals.
The final paragraph can be used to thank them for their time and consideration of
your application. You may also want to express confidence in your ability to be the
best candidate.
Sincerely,
(signature)
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KARABO DLAMINI
021-082-1234
kdlamini@yahoo.com
Mrs. Tshabalala
Tshabalala and Associates
12 Main Road
Cape Town
7012
10 January 2013

* XPVME MJLF UP TVCNJU NZ BQQMJDBUJPO GPS UIF 0óDF "TTJTUBODF QPTJUJPO XJUI
Tshabalala and Associates. I have the experience and education that makes me an
ideal candidate for this position. Your posting in the Cape Times indicated that your
CVTJOFTTJTFYQBOEJOH*IBWFPóDFBENJOJTUSBUJPOFYQFSJFODFBOE*XBOUUPXPSLGPS
a growing company such as yours.
*O %FDFNCFS  * DPNQMFUFE B RVBMJöDBUJPO UISPVHI 9:; $PMMFHF JO 0óDF
Administration. I passed with high marks and am looking forward to using these
skills in the workplace. I effectively take meeting minutes, write business letters and
have excellent customer service. I also have a good working knowledge of Microsoft
Word and Excel. While my employment history is limited, I have been volunteering
with my community centre for over two years. Through my volunteer experience I
have learned organisational skills and the ability to get along with different people.

COVER LETTER EXAMPLE

Dear Mrs. Tshabalala,

I would enjoy working for Tshabalala and Associates because in the posting you
indicated you were a growing company. I am interested in working for a business
that is growing so I can grow and improve my skills, too. Being a technology business,
I also have a lot of interest in learning more about different technology.
Thank you for your time and consideration of my application. I look forward to
learning more about the position.
Sincerely,
K. Dlamini
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A compelling cover letter can give you an advantage in your job search.
Additional tips to improve your cover letter include:
t FOTVSFJUJTWJTVBMMZBUUSBDUJWFCZVTJOHQSPGFTTJPOBMGPSNBUUJOH QBSBHSBQITTJNJMBS
in size and appropriate use of white space;
t UBLFJOGPSNBUJPOGSPNZPVS$7BOEFYQBOEPOJU
t VTFBDUJPOPSJFOUFEXPSET
t BTBQQMJDBCMF VTFXPSETBOEDPODFQUTUIBUBSFBEWFSUJTFEJOUIFQPTUJOHBOE
t QSPWJEFTQFDJöDFYBNQMFTUIBUEFNPOTUSBUFZPVSBCJMJUZUPBQQMZTLJMMTJO
the workplace.
Write your cover letter below...
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3.3 COMPLETE THE APPLICATION
Many businesses require that individuals interested in job postings complete an
application, which can be a general template or one unique to the position or
organisation. Applications are an important part of the hiring decision because
often applications are specific to the organisation’s needs and demands of
the position. Applications may vary widely in regard to their format and the
information required.

Prepare Your Application
The most important suggestion in regard to an application is to read it very
carefully and answer each and every question. Applications will often be thrown
out immediately if information is unclear or absent so take your time to accurately
complete it. Furthermore, remember that your application may be one of dozens
or even hundreds.

Make Your Application Stand Out by Following these Tips:
t&OTVSFUIFBQQMJDBUJPOJTFBTJMZSFBEBOEMFHJCMF
t&OTVSFUIFBQQMJDBUJPOJTOFBUBOEDMFBO
t$PNQMFUFUIFBQQMJDBUJPOJOCMBDLJOLQFO
t3FTFBSDIUIFKPCQPTJUJPO
t3FTFBSDIUIFCVTJOFTT

Type or Write Legibly
Ensure you write legibly or type out your application on a typewriter or computer.
Your penmanship makes a distinct impression and poor penmanship may be
interpreted as lack of literacy skills or, at least, lack of motivation or attention to
detail. Write as clearly as possible, even if that means completing the application in
block or capital letters.

Ensure the Application is Neat and Clean
As you complete the application, have a scrap piece of paper or dictionary next
to you so you can practice spelling words to be sure they are spelled correctly
before writing on the application. This is particularly important if you only have
one application form. Do your best not to make spelling errors or scratch out
information on the application. Try to get two applications and use one for
practice.

Use a Black Ink Pen
To ensure the application is legible and that it is reproducible should the business
need to make copies of application, always use black ink pen. Try to avoid blue ink
pen or pencil.
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Research the Position
Ensure you meet the requirements listed in the posting by reviewing the
application. Applying for any job can take a lot of time, energy and money.
You can reduce your costs and improve your chances of being the successful
candidate by knowing the position for which you are applying and comparing
those requirements to your skills, abilities and experiences. You don’t have to
have all of the requirements, but you should have most of them and express your
willingness to learn those skills that you don’t currently have. Be honest with
yourself about your abilities. Put forth the effort to follow the suggestions in this
manual to improve your chances of being successful.

Research the Business
To improve your chances of being successful, research the business you are
applying with. Find out the core products or services of the business and research
it’s mission statement. Most large businesses will have a website that should
include some basic information about it, including a vision or purpose statement.
Alternatively, a central phone number should be available in a phone book or
directory and you may be able to call and ask a few brief questions on the phone.
Use this information to tailor your application. Use key words in your application,
CV or cover letter that are mentioned by the business in their mission or vision
statement or purpose. If the business touts a “dynamic” team, include in the Skills
and Characteristics section of your CV that you are “a dynamic team member”.
Or if the organisation mentions that it is a “leader in the industry” include as your
Work Objective that you want to “pursue a career with a leading business” in their
industry.
If you are seeking a position from a smaller or more community-based business,
the research process may look very different but is equally as important. It is likely
you will be familiar with the community within which the business is located, so
use your personal network to ask people about the business. It would be worth
finding out the name of the owner and if he or she owns other businesses. Find out
how long it has been in business. In this scenario you have two purposes to fulfil.
The first is that you don’t want to be employed by a business that is known by the
community as failing or has failed to pay other employees. Secondly, the more
knowledgeable you are about the business the more impressive you will appear
to the business owner. If you are satisfied with the information you received you
may be able to personally submit your CV. A professional introduction and brief
explanation that you are interested in his or her business and are looking for work
may deliver very positive results.

Submit your Application
Always read and re-read the instructions before submitting an application.
Incomplete applications may be disregarded. Furthermore, sometimes postings
will require a combination of things, such as a CV or cover letter, as well as other
documentation. Be sure you submit all the required documents at one time,
regardless if you post, fax or email it.
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Once you have submitted all the requirements for the application, make note of
the date. If information is available, also make note of the closing date of vacancy.
You may or may not receive a confirmation from the business that they have
received your application. The posting for the vacancy may indicate that only those
candidates shortlisted will be contacted. If you have not yet been contacted after
two or three weeks after the closing date it is likely, although not certain, that
you have not been selected. However, if you choose to investigate the matter it is
appropriate to send a brief email or phone call asking if a candidate has been
hired for the position for which you applied. Do not go into detail and explain
you applied, but gently ask if the position is filled.
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4. INTERVIEWS
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4. INTERVIEWS
After submitting an application, often the next step in the hiring process is
an interview. An interview provides the employer with an opportunity to talk
directly with the individuals believed to be the best fit for the position based
upon their application. Usually, only the top three to five individuals will be asked
to participate in an interview. It is not unusual for a business to receive fifty or a
hundred applications for one job posting, so if you are contacted for an interview
consider yourself one of a privileged few- and act accordingly. If you are asked for
an interview, expect that the other candidates who are also being interviewed are
also very qualified and therefore the interview process will be very competitive.
Expect to put at least as much effort into the preparation of your interview as you
did into the application process itself.

Most often businesses use the interview process to identify if a
potential candidate:
1) Has the experience, skills and knowledge necessary to complete the functions
PGUIFKPCFóDJFOUMZBOEFòFDUJWFMZBOE
2) Fits in to the organisational culture.
Organisational culture describes the set of accepted values, behaviors, systems
and attitudes within the organisation. Similarly to the ways in which various
cultures in South Africa act amongst and between one another, organisations and
businesses also have their own culture. This does not mean that organisations
have a preference for a specific cultural background, because organisations will
likely reflect South Africa’s vast cultural and ethnic diversity. However, it does
mean that your personal characteristics and traits and how they may relate to the
existing ways of doing things in the organisation may be considered to determine
the successful candidate. Ways in which you can address this factor before, during
and after an interview will be discussed presently.
The other, and probably more obvious, factor that will be examined during an
interview is your skills and experiences and their relationship to the position
for which you are applying. At the end of the day, employers want to hire the
candidate who will do the best job. More importantly, they will likely hire the
person who can demonstrate they can do the job best. One way to demonstrate
your capabilities is to provide clear, concise examples of your abilities on your
cover letter and CV. Another way to demonstrate this is by being well organized
and prepared for the interview.
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4.1 PREPARE FOR YOUR
INTERVIEW
By preparing well for the interview, you will significantly increase your chances
of being the successful applicant. Below is a list of activities you can do that will
improve your interview, which is followed by a list of more detailed explanations as
to why it is important and how to do it.

Research the Business
Ideally, you will already have researched the business mission, purpose and core

business, as well as the details of the position for which you are applying. Even if
you have done some research already, go back again and refresh your memory.
Write down the details of the position and make your own notes that include
examples of how your experiences match the desired skills and abilities outlined in
the posting. Be prepared to answer questions related to the organisation’s policies,
purpose and goals.

Understand the Business Dress Code
Find out the dress code for the position and be prepared to dress accordingly;
always dress more formally for the interview than you would for the day to day
activities of the job. If you do not have appropriate clothing, make arrangements to
borrow clothing from a friend or neighbour.
Typically a button-up, collared shirt with pants or, if you are a woman, a skirt, is
appropriate to wear during an interview. A nice blouse or sweater for a woman is
also appropriate. Be sure your shoes are polished and clean. Also, pay attention
to your grooming habits on the day and make sure you are clean and your hair is
nicely combed.
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1SBDUJDF"OTXFSJOH*OUFSWJFX2VFTUJPOT
Prepare in advance for the interview by practicing your answers to some of the
most commonly asked interview questions. Practicing your answers will not only
allow you to refine your response to the question during the interview, but it
should provide you with additional confidence that will reflect well during the
interview. Practice answering potential interview questions aloud. This may seem
like a worthless exercise, but the more you practice the more confidently and
comfortably you will be able to answer questions during the actual interview.
Remember, you have one chance to represent yourself so take the time in advance
to get it right!
Listed below are some of the most common interview questions.
t 8IZBSFZPVJOUFSFTUFEJOXPSLJOHIFSF
Tip: Link this answer to the organisational mission or business goal.
t %FTDSJCFZPVSXPSLFYQFSJFODFTBOEIPXUIFZSFMBUFUPUIFQPTJUJPO
Tip: Prepare for this answer in advance by thoroughly reading and
understanding the information and requirements in the job posting.
t 8IBUBSFUIFNBJOSFTQPOTJCJMJUJFTPGUIFQPTJUJPOGPSXIJDIZPVBSFBQQMZJOHBOE
IPXEPUIFZöUJOUPUIFPWFSBMMTUSBUFHZPGUIFCVTJOFTT
Tip: Sometimes this information can be found in the job posting, otherwise you’ll
need to research the business goals well.
t 8IBUXPVMEZPVEPJGZPVTBXBDPXPSLFSTUFBMJOHTPNFUIJOHGSPNUIF
CVTJOFTT
Tip: Your ethics are being tested so answer this one carefully, but include stating
that stealing is never appropriate.
t 8IBUBSFZPVSHSFBUFTUTUSFOHUIT
Tip: Identify in advance three or four examples of your personal strengths and be
prepared to provide an example of how you use these in a work setting.
t 8IBUBSFZPVSHSFBUFTUXFBLOFTTFT
Tip: Do not say you don’t have any weaknesses, we all have weaknesses. Be
prepared to list a weakness or two that either is unrelated to the job or reflects
positively considering the position.
t %FTDSJCFBXPSLTJUVBUJPOXIFSFZPVFODPVOUFSFEBDPOøJDUBOEIPXZPV
resolved it.
Tip: Prepare an answer that highlights your ability to problem solve and deal
effectively with people.
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 %PZPVQSFGFSUPXPSLJOEFQFOEFOUMZPSJOBHSPVQ 8IZ
Tip: Consider that most positions require both independent work as well as
group work.
t (JWFBOFYBNQMFPGIPXZPVIBEUPXPSLXJUIJOUIFDPOTUSBJOUTPGBEFBEMJOF
and how you handled it.
Tip: Provide information about how you work under pressure and prioritise
job tasks.
t )PXPGUFOJOUIFQBTUZFBSXFSFZPVVOBCMFUPDPNFUPXPSLBOEEJEOPUJOGPSN
ZPVSTVQFSWJTPS
Tip: Your work ethic is being tested as it is not appropriate for an employee not
to inform her or his supervisor if unable to come to work.

Prepare questions for your interviewer
In addition to preparing to answer the questions to best of your ability, it is also
recommended that you prepare some questions to ask the employer. Nearly all
interviews will include time for you to ask questions about the position or business.
Not only does asking a couple of good questions give the impression that you care
about the job and listened during the interview, but many interviewers expect it
of you.
Therefore, identify before the interview two or three questions that you can ask
when the time is right. These questions can include things such as:
t 8IBUSPMFTXJUIJOUIFDPNQBOZXJMM*CFJOUFSBDUJOHXJUI TIPVME*CFBQQPJOUFE
t 8IFOBSFZPVMPPLJOHGPSTPNFCPEZUPTUBSUJOUIJTQPTJUJPO
t 8IBUJTUIFESFTTDPEF
t )PXEPFTUIJTQPTJUJPOöUJOXJUIUIFPWFSBMMPSHBOJTBUJPOBMHPBMT
t "SFUIFSFPQQPSUVOJUJFTGPSBEWBODFNFOUXJUIJOUIFPSHBOJTBUJPO
It is not recommended that you ask immediately about the salary or wage or
benefits such as holiday pay, because it can give the impression that your interests
lay in taking time off rather than working. However, before accepting a job offer be
sure you understand all the terms of the employment relationship.
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4.2 HAVE A SUCCESSFUL
INTERVIEW
Interviews can be very competitive and by doing well in the interview you
dramatically improve your chances of being the successful candidate.
Remember that your physical appearance will make an immediate impression.
Wear appropriate clothing and be well groomed. Follow the suggestions below to
improve your interview.

Some quick tips to consider doing immediately before the
interview include:
t BSSJWFUFOUPöGUFFONJOVUFTFBSMZ
t VTFUIFSFTUSPPNQSJPSUPUIFJOUFSWJFX
t UVSOPòZPVSDFMMQIPOF
t UBLFBEFFQCSFBUIBOEUSZUPSFMBY
t CSJOHFYUSBDPQJFTPGZPVS$7BOEDPWFSMFUUFSBOE
t JGZPVIBWFFYBNQMFTPGZPVSXPSL CSJOHUIBUBTXFMM
Also be aware that interviews can be stressful. If stress triggers seizure activity
GPSZPVUIFOZPVNBZXBOUUPUBLFFYUSBTUFQTCFGPSF EVSJOHBOEPSBGUFSUIF
interview. Know what strategies work for you to help manage stress levels and
reduce seizure activity. Whether that is breathing exercises, physical activity, plenty
of rest or another activity, try your best to fit it in the day of your interview. Also be
sure, as always, to take any medication as prescribed.

Non-Verbal Communication
Non-verbal communication is the “messages” sent to others through means other
than words. And it forms more than half of communication. It is very important
to understand non-verbal communication, particularly in high pressure situations
like an interview. This means you need to be aware of these methods of nonverbal communication and use them to your advantage. Examples of non-verbal
communication are:
t #PEZMBOHVBHFBOEQPTUVSF
t 7PJDFJOUPOBUJPO WPMVNFBOETQFFE
t 'BDJBMFYQSFTTJPOT
t )BOEHFTUVSFT
t &ZFDPOUBDU
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Body language and posture refers to how you hold your body and use the space
in between you and the person you are communicating with. Your body language
and posture can communicate that you are interested or bored. Obviously, you
want your interviewer to believe you are interested in the conversation and
really care about what he or she is saying. In order for your body language to
communicate interest you should have a straight back, relaxed shoulders and your
head up. It is also recommended that you sit straight in your chair and lean slightly
forward, rather than leaning back in the chair, to indicate you are paying attention.
How you speak is nearly as important as what you speak. Be mindful of speaking
too fast or mumbling so that the interviewer can’t understand what you are saying.
Say your words clearly. Be mindful of your facial expression and do not roll your
eyes, frown, furrow your eyebrows or purse your lips or you may communicate
anger or disbelief. Rather, relax your face and occasionally smile when appropriate.
Also, do not chew gum while being interviewed.
Be mindful of hand and other body gestures. Many people “talk with their hands”,
so to speak. Using your hands or body to emphasise a point is perfectly acceptable.
However, ensure that your hand gestures do not create a distraction. Wild hand
gestures and “fidgeting” with your hands or other items are not advised.
Another important consideration is eye contact. It is widely understood that
different cultures have very different ideas about when it is appropriate to make
eye contact. Some cultures regard direct eye contact in certain situations as
disrespectful, while to others eye contact conveys sincerity, honesty and respect.
Typically it is advised to look your interviewer in the eye as you speak. In a country
BTDVMUVSBMMZEJWFSTFBT4PVUI"GSJDB IPXFWFS JUJTEJóDVMUUPTVHHFTUPOFSVMFUIBU
will cover all interviews. You will need to consider the cultural perspective of your
interviewer in effort to make the impression you want.

Greeting Your Interviewers
Within the first few moments of the interview you will have made an impression.
You want to make a good impression so use those first few seconds as an
PQQPSUVOJUZUPJNQSFTT*GZPVBSFXBJUJOHJOBGPZFSPSPóDF TJUQSPGFTTJPOBMMZBOE
don’t eat, drink or chew gum while waiting for the interview. If you brought along
your CV or other materials, have it organised and ready to hand out. Be ready to
stand up and greet your interviewer. Once you’ve made your introduction then
wait for the person to introduce him- or herself and provide any instructions. This
will convey interest, enthusiasm and initiative, and deliver a positive impression.
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"OTXFSJOH*OUFSWJFX2VFTUJPOT
Answer each question directly and concisely. Avoid “beating around the bush”
or giving long answers that don’t directly address the question. If you don’t fully
understand the question, ask the interviewer to repeat it. Do not guess at the
question. It is much better to be clear about the question and answer it well than
it is to quickly respond with an answer that is off topic. Asking for clarity also
indicates that you are interested enough to want to fully understand the question.
If you need time, it is acceptable to announce that you need a moment and take a
short pause of five or ten seconds. Pausing longer than that will be uncomfortable
and indicate that you don’t have an answer. If you don’t have an answer even after
asking for the question to be repeated, be honest and tell them you don’t have
an answer.
Listen closely to your interviewer. Do not allow yourself to be distracted by
thinking of the answer to the next question or your transport home. There may be
words or phrases the interviewer uses that can be excellent cues as to the best way
to answer a question. It is also important to listen because, after all, you do want to
know as much about this job as possible. Should you be offered the position, you
will want to make an informed decision as to if you’ll accept it or not.
Avoid saying negative things about your former employer or co-workers.
/FHBUJWJUZHJWFTBQPPSJNQSFTTJPOBOEXJMMQSPCBCMZNBLFZPVMPPLEJóDVMUUP
work with, even if your previous employer was in the wrong.
The most important thing to remember during an interview is to be your self and
to be honest. Lying on an application or in an interview is cause for immediate
dismissal should you be offered the job. Always tell the truth. It’s much better to
appear sincere than untrustworthy. If you don’t have a skill or set of experiences
that they desire, it is acceptable to admit that you don’t currently have that skill but
that you are very interested in learning. Be yourself, but be your BEST self!

:PV"TLUIF2VFTUJPOT
It is advisable, as mentioned previously, to be prepared to ask a couple of questions
upon the conclusion of the interview. Example questions are listed earlier in this
section, but feel free to use any appropriate question that is relevant to you and
the position for which you are applying. More than likely the interviewer will ask
if you have questions at some point towards the end of the interview. It is best to
wait to be asked than to propose your questions in the middle of the interview.
When you do ask the questions, allow plenty of time for an answer and listen
carefully. When leaving thank your interviewer(s) for their time and consideration.
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4.3 INTERVIEW FOLLOW UP
It is important to follow up after the interview to thank your interviewer(s) and to
show your continued interest in the position. Following up with an email, phone
call or letter also shows that you are attentive to details, a good relationship builder
and demonstrates initiative. The best way to follow up depends on the type of
contact you had prior to the interview, the contact information available and the
timeline the potential employer established to hire for the position. Letters are
more personal but can take time. If you write a letter, you must also take care to
ensure the letter is professionally written with no spelling or grammar mistakes.
Often, an email or phone call is a good way to follow up.

After the Interview
Different organisations have different processes and timelines for hiring.
Sometimes the hiring decision will be made in a few days, but often it takes a
couple weeks or more. It is a good idea to ask their hiring timeline so you are aware
of the process. However, it is not uncommon for the process to take longer than
expected, so don’t be too discouraged if the timeline isn’t exactly as the employer
had planned.
As a courtesy, many employers will notify the candidates that were interviewed if
they have not been selected. However, if the hiring timeline has been surpassed by
over a week and you still have not been notified it is appropriate to contact them
and ask if the position has been filled or if the decision is still in process. Make your
inquiry brief and to the point.

8IBU)BQQFOTJG*N/PU4FMFDUFE
There is always the possibility that you will not be selected for the position. Should

UIBUIBQQFOUPZPV EPOUCFUPPEJTDPVSBHFE%JTBQQPJOUNFOUJTBMXBZTEJóDVMU 
but be sure to also focus on the positive aspects of the experience. Firstly, just
being asked to participate in an interview demonstrates that the work you put
into the application was noticed and found desirable. If you weren’t short listed for
the next phase in the hiring process, understand that in many respects obtaining
employment in the open labour market is often a process that requires many
submissions for employment.
Take the opportunity to congratulate yourself for putting in the effort and LEARN
from the experience. Re-read the documents you submitted and check for spelling
or grammar errors and seek opportunities to refine your CV and your cover letter.
If you participated in an interview, reflect on the interview process and think
of things you could do next time that will help improve your chances of being
selected. By seeking improvement you will continue to increase your chances of
getting the job next time.
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The thing you want to avoid is becoming unmotivated or negative. Hiring
managers will say that they can tell the difference in an application between an
enthusiastic and positive candidate and those who have lost motivation. They
want to hire the person who maintains a sense of optimism and can demonstrate
through their attitude that they really want to work.

Some ways to help you stay motivated include the following:
t,FFQBMJTUPGKPCTZPVIBWFBQQMJFEGPS
t3FNJOEZPVSTFMGPGZPVSIBSEXPSLBOEFòPSUBOESFNBJOPQUJNJTUJD
t5BLFBEBZPSUXPPòFBDIXFFLGSPNZPVSKPCTFBSDITPZPVDBOGFFMFOFSHJ[FE
when you return to it; and
t+PCTFBSDIXJUIGSJFOETUPQSPWJEFFBDIPUIFSFNPUJPOBMTVQQPSU

HOW AM I GOING TO STAY
MOTIVATED DURING MY JOB
4&"3$)
Staying motivated and positive is very important. Everybody is motivated to keep
looking for a job by different things. Think about why you are looking for work.
There must be a reason. For most people the reason will be to make money. But
there are other reasons. Staying busy and helping others is often a important part
of a healthy life balance. Work gives us opportunity to participate in larger aspects
of social life. Sometimes it helps to stay motivated by remembering the important
reasons that you are trying to find work in the first place.
List the reasons you are looking for a job:
1.
2.
3.
4.
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Review the list above that describes different things you can do to stay motivated.
8IJDIPOFTXJMMXPSLCFTUGPSZPV 

1.
2.
3.
4.
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5. NEGOTIATE A JOB OFFER
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5. NEGOTIATE A JOB OFFER
Let’s consider that you have been offered a job. You have put considerable effort
into your application and deserve to be congratulated! Unfortunately, you’re
work isn’t over quite yet. Now is the time to practice your advocacy skills. There is
information that you will want to know before accepting a position. Understanding
UIFUFSNTPGBKPCXJMMIFMQZPVNBLFUIFCFTUEFDJTJPOBCPVUBDDFQUJOHBOEPS
negotiating the job offer.
Firstly, it is important for you to understand the terms related to open labour
market employment. Many terms you may be familiar with, but others you may
not know. Even if you are familiar with the terms, take a moment to read the
explanation below. The more you know and understand these terms the better you
will be able to advocate for yourself.

Commission
Compensation based on commission refers to the fact that your earnings are based
upon the amount of sales you generate for the business.

Cost to Company
The total amount of money that a company pays is sometimes called Cost to
Company (CTC). This amount includes any wages paid as well as other costs to the
company incurred for the employee.

Gross Salary
Gross salary is the amount of money a person earns before taxes and other
deductions are subtracted.

Net Salary
The amount of money that an employee takes home is called your Net Salary. This
is the amount of money received after all your deductions from taxes, medical aid,
pension and other deductions are subtracted.

On Target Earnings
On Target Earnings refers to earning the type of salary whereby the amount
of money paid to the employee is dependent upon goals or targets that are
established prior to the pay period.
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Pay As You Earn (PAYE)
PAYE is an income tax by the South African Revenue Service (SARS). PAYE is usually
deducted each month directly from your paycheck.

Tax
A tax is the money that the government takes in order for it to cover the costs of
the services it provides the public.

Unemployment Insurance Fund (UIF)
UIF is a tax by the government which is collected each month from all workers,
except those whose salaries are commission only. Should an employment
relationship be terminated or suspended for an extended length of time, the
employee may be eligible to receive money from these funds to subsidize lost
earnings.

Wage
The term wage usually describes the monetary compensation an employee
receives per hour or day of work.

5.1 TYPES OF EMPLOYMENT
CONTRACTS
An employment contract is a legal document between two or more parties
engaged in an employment relationship. An employment contract is important
because it describes the benefits, including wage or salary, and terms in regard
to what one is entitled to and expected of doing during the contract period. It
informs the employee of his or her rights and the expectations of the employer. An
employment contract is required by law in the Basic Conditions of Employment Act
and an employer who violates this law may face severe legal penalties.
There are different types of employment contracts. Regardless of the type of
contract, all employment contracts must be provided in writing and signed by
both the employee and a representative of the employer. Some of the types of
employment contracts are described below.
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Permanent Employment Contract
As the name suggests, this contract is used for employment positions that are
expected to continue. This employment contract will specify the start date of the
employment, but not the end date, and will come into legal effect once signed by
both parties.

Fixed Term Contract or Temporary Contract of Employment
This type of employment contract is similar to a Permanent Employment Contract
but will indicate a start and an end date, including provisions regarding benefits
such as medical aid and pension, if applicable. This type of employment contract
often may contain terms that give the employer and the employee the right to
terminate employment prior to the end of the contract.

Project Contract of Employment
A Project Contract of Employment is similar to those described above, with the
only exception being that the employment end date depends on the end of a
specified project. Although a precise date may be unknown, the employment
relationship will be terminated upon completion of the project.
Many organisations enforce a probationary period for new employees. A
probationary period gives the employer, and the employee, a specified amount of
time to determine if the person can perform the functions of the job. The length
of time is decided by the employer. However, it is important for all probationary
conditions, including length of time, to be clearly outlined in the employment
contract. In addition, employers are still bound to provide evaluation, feedback
and time for improvement during probation.

5.2 FULFILL EMPLOYER
EXPECTATIONS
Once on the job, it is important to understand your rights and responsibilities.
While this manual will not go into details about the ongoing responsibilities of a
job, it is worth noting that your continued positive attitude, competent actions
and collaborative behavior is essential to maintain employment. Some of the
suggestions made earlier about being positive and taking initiative you can apply
every day whilst working. Also the section 4.2 about non-verbal language, such as
body language, facial expressions and intonation can be applied daily. Remember,
you are being paid to do a job and your employer will have expectations of you
that you must adhere to.
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Most businesses have procedures in place to orient you to the business and the
requirements of the position. The Labour Relations Act requires all businesses to
have rules that describe the expectations of employee conduct. This information
will be important to understand. If you do not understand the expectations of your
job, you must ask. It is much better to ask your supervisor for clarification in order
for you to fully understand what it expected of you rather than entering into a
disciplinary hearing for not performing the functions of the job properly.
If you do not perform your job duties as expected, you may be called in to
a disciplinary hearing. The disciplinary hearing may result in a variety of
consequences, including verbal warning, written warning or termination. During
a disciplinary hearing, you should have the opportunity to present a defense,
including providing evidence and witnesses to support your position in regards to
the offense you are being charged with.
Furthermore, employers are required to have a grievance policy for any event in
which an employee has a complaint about the job or working conditions. Every
employee has the right to file a grievance. Typically, the first person to discuss a
grievance with is your immediate supervisor. However, should that action prove
not to resolve the issue each business will have a procedure to follow in order to
resolve the matter.
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6. IMPORTANT EMPLOYMENT
POLICIES
South Africa has put into place a variety of employment policies to protect the
rights of workers and employers. There are many policies about employment
rights, and not every one will be discussed in this manual. However, it is important
to be aware of your rights, and your responsibilities, in accordance to the law.
Some of the more important policies are included in this section. It is worth
noting that the information in this section is a summary of policies and is not legal
BEWJDF5IFSFGPSF ZPVTIPVMEDPOTVMUBMFHBMQSPGFTTJPOBMBOEPSUIF$PNNJTTJPO
for Conciliation, Mediation and Arbitration should you need advice regarding a
specific employment situation.

6.1 POLICIES PROTECTING
WORKERS’ RIGHTS
The Constitution of the Republic of South Africa (1996)
The South African Constitution forms the overarching framework for all of the laws
governing South Africa. It promotes human rights and economic empowerment
for all citizens. The South African Constitution prohibits discrimination and
establishes the right for all people to work, including people with epilepsy or other
disabilities. Every policy in the country must be aligned with the Constitution.

Basic Conditions of Employment Act (1997)
The mandates established in the Basic Conditions of Employment Act (1997) apply
to all workers in South Africa, including people with epilepsy and other disabilities.
The following requirements apply to everybody except:
t*OEJWJEVBMTXPSLJOHJOTFOJPSNBOBHFNFOUQPTJUJPOT
t4PNFUSBWFMJOHTBMFTTUBò
t5IPTFXPSLJOHMFTTUIBOIPVSTQFSNPOUI
For all employees other than those mentioned above you have certain rights
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For all employees other than those mentioned above you have certain rights.
You must not work more than 45 hours per week. If an employee works more than
five days per week then all work days must be eight hours or less. If an employee
works five or fewer days per week the work day may not be more than nine hours
per day. However, an employee may work up to twelve hours per day without
receiving overtime if the employer obtains written consent. An employee may only
work overtime if it is agreed upon and he or she can not work more than ten hours
of overtime per week. Overtime must be paid at 1.5 times the normal wage.
All employees must be allowed breaks during working hours. After five hours of
work each employee must be provided a one hour break for a meal. However,
written consent agreed upon by the employer and the employee may allow a
thirty minute break. An employee must be provided twelve hours of rest between
daily work schedules. Unless otherwise agreed upon, employees should have
Sundays off. Employees working on Sunday regularly must be paid at 1.5 times
the normal wage while those who work on occasion on Sundays are required to
receive 2 times the normal wage. There are also provisions that must be made for
individuals performing night work. Any work performed on public holidays must
be compensated at double the rate of pay or, if agreed upon, may be exchanged
for a different day off. Every employee is entitled to sick, maternity, responsibility
and annual leave. An employer may require a medical certificate for an employee
who is absent more than two days or who is frequently absent due to illness before
paying sick leave.

The Labour Relations Act (1995)
The Labour Relations Act of 1995 was enacted to promote the “democratisation
of the workplace” and provides the framework to put into effect the legal right to
assemble, as established in the Constitution. It promotes the inclusion of workers
to engage in dialogue with organisational decision-makers and it regulates
trade unions. It also provides guidelines for the process of collective bargaining,
collective agreements, bargaining councils and workplace forums.
5IF-BCPVS3FMBUJPOT"DUFTUBCMJTIFTUIFSJHIUUPDSFBUF KPJOBOEPSQBSUJDJQBUFJO
legal trade union activities. An employer is never allowed to forbid an employee or
potential employee from participating in a trade union or conducting activities as
a trade union representative. It also established guidelines that must be followed
should there be a dispute regarding the involvement of an employer or employee
with a trade union.
Guidelines and processes for strikes, lock-outs and picketing are also described
in the Labour Relations Act. All strikes and lock-outs must abide by the process
outlined in the Act in order to be a lawful activity. Note that some essential service
employees are not allowed by law to participate in strikes, lock-outs or picketing.
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Occupational Health and Safety Act (1993)
Every employer is responsible for maintaining a safe work environment. The
Occupational Health and Safety Act particularly notes the responsibility of
employers to maintain safe machinery, ensure risks and hazards are minimized
or eliminated in regard to processing, handling and storing materials, and
to enforce policies that ensure the safety of its workers. Employers are also
mandated to inform all employees about any risk or hazard involved in carrying
out their job duties.

6.2 POLICIES PROTECTING
THE RIGHTS OF PEOPLE WITH
DISABILITIES
A variety of policies are applicable to the employment of persons with disabilities.
Policies are in place to protect people with disabilities as well as employers or
potential employers to support fair and just hiring practices and employment
relationships. The South African Constitution (1996) and the Employment Equity
Act (1998) specifically protect the rights of people with disabilities.

The Constitution of the Republic of South Africa (1996)
The Constitution declares people with disabilities as a group protected against
discrimination. It requires pragmatic strategies be implemented to ensure that
people with disabilities have access to the same opportunities as other citizens. It
also provides all people the right to fair treatment by their employer.

The Employment Equity Act (1998)
In effort to promote equity and access to the labour market, the Employment
Equity Act was enacted in 1998. Its purpose is to eliminate unfair discrimination
and to establish measures of redress for designated groups, which include women,
black people and people with disabilities. This Act makes it unlawful for any
employer to discriminate based on:
t3BDF 

t.BSJUBMTUBUVT
t$PMPVS

t%JTBCJMJUZ 
t$POTDJFODF 
t$VMUVSF









t(FOEFS


t'BNJMZSFTQPOTJCJMJUZ
t4FYVBMPSJFOUBUJPO 
t3FMJHJPO


t#FMJFG


t-BOHVBHF 


t1SFHOBODZ
t&UIOJDPSTPDJBMPSJHJO
t"HF
t)*7TUBUVT
t1PMJUJDBMPQJOJPO
t#JSUI
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The Act also mandates that designated employers, which means any business with
over fifty employees and most sections of government, develop and implement a
plan to ensure their workforce is diverse at all levels. It also requires businesses to
perform the following actions for the identified disadvantaged groups:
atJEFOUJGZBOEFMJNJOBUFCBSSJFSTUPFNQMPZNFOU
btFOBDUNFBTVSFTXIJDIQSPNPUFEJWFSTJUZ
ctQSPWJEFSFBTPOBCMFBDDPNNPEBUJPO

dtEFWFMPQBOEJNQMFNFOUQMBOTUPSFUBJO EFWFMPQBOEUSBJOJOEJWJEVBMTBOE
etQSPWJEFQSFGFSFOUJBMUSFBUNFOUBOEOVNFSJDBMHPBMTUPFOTVSFFRVJUBCMF

representation, excluding quotas.

It is worth noting that, in accordance with the law, the burden of proof lay with
the business against whom the allegations were made. Therefore the employer
or potential employer must prove their innocence should they be accused of not
taking appropriate action in accordance with the law.
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7. REASONABLE
ACCOMMODATION
Reasonable accommodation describes any action taken in effort to minimise
an attitudinal, physical, social or other barrier to facilitate a person’s ability to
perform the essential functions of a job. The need for reasonable accommodation
arises when a person engaged in any step of the employment process discloses
a disability or when a need is reasonably self evident. Note that reasonable
accommodation can only be expected if an employee discloses that they have a
disability. Consult section 2.2 of this manual for the risks and benefits of disclosure
during various stages in the employment process. For more detailed information
about reasonable accommodation for people with epilepsy, contact the nearest
branch of Epilepsy South Africa and request our booklet titled Reasonable
Accommodation Guidelines for People with Epilepsy.
There are many different types of reasonable accommodation. They can differ in
regard to type, duration, cost and implementation. The most important step in
identifying and implementing reasonable accommodation for an employee is
on-going and open communication with the person with a disability. Every
accommodation should be done on a case by case basis. The employer is
responsible for ensuring any reasonable accommodation provided is
discussed with the employee in need of the accommodation.
The employee may be able to offer invaluable information regarding:
t TQFDJöDCBSSJFSTUPKPCUBTLT
t BDDPNNPEBUJPOTUIBUIBWFBOEIBWFOPUXPSLFEJOUIFQBTUBOE
t BEEJUJPOBMJOGPSNBUJPOUIBUXJMMBTTJTUJOCFTUJEFOUJGZJOHBQQSPQSJBUF 
support.



An accommodation should not be provided:
t XJUIPVUDPOTVMUJOHUIFQFSTPOXJUIUIFEJTBCJMJUZPS
t CBTFEFYDMVTJWFMZPOBEJBHOPTJT
In addition, it may be appropriate to acquire consultation from an external
organisation that specialises in workplace accommodations. There are a variety
of sources that can assist in providing additional information to determine the
most suitable reasonable accommodation. These resources are available through
professional organisations and Non-Governmental Organisations, including
Epilepsy South Africa and other Disabled People Organisations.
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These organisations can analyse reasonable accommodation needs through tools
and processes designed for:
t
t
t
t

UBTLBOBMZTJT
KPCEFTDSJQUJPOBOBMZTJT
XPSLQMBDFFOWJSPONFOUBOBMZTJTBOE
BDDFTTJCJMJUZBVEJUJOH

The provision of reasonable accommodation should be considered standard
practice throughout all levels of a business and should be reflected in every day
activities and processes as well as in the strategic business plan. A business must
provide reasonable accommodation during any phase of the employment process.
This means that if person discloses their disability, a business must provide
reasonable accommodation:
t
t
t
t

JOUIFXPSLJOHFOWJSPONFOU
JOUIFXBZXPSLJTFWBMVBUFEBOESFXBSEFE
JOUIFCFOFöUTBOEQSJWJMFHFTPGFNQMPZNFOUBOE
EVSJOHUIFSFDSVJUNFOUBOETFMFDUJPOQSPDFTTFT

The Reasonable Accommodation Guidelines for People with Epilepsy
booklet describes in detail different types of accommodations and important
considerations during each of these phases of employment.

Accommodation for People with Epilepsy
An employer’s accommodations for an employee with epilepsy are, for the most

part, simple arrangements which help to ensure safety in the workplace and
maximize the highest potential of the employee. The most important thing to
do when identifying reasonable accommodation for a person with epilepsy is to
consult the person, as reasonable accommodation is always individualised to the
person and contextualized to the workplace conditions and demands.
To assist in identifying the best reasonable accommodation, it is advised to
consider a variety of factors. Each person with epilepsy experiences his or her
condition differently, which is why it is so important to consult the individual
before deciding on any reasonable accommodation. When determining the best
reasonable accommodation, consider the following questions, which are adapted
from The Job Accommodation Network (JAN).
tUIFGSFRVFODZBOEEVSBUJPOPGTFJ[VSFT
tUIFUZQFPGTFJ[VSF
tBOBVSBPSTFOTFUIBUTFSWFTBTBXBSOJOHQSJPSUPUIFTFJ[VSF
tIPXFòFDUJWFUIFTFJ[VSFTBSFDPOUSPMMFECZNFEJDBUJPO
tUIFFTTFOUJBMGVODUJPOTPGUIFKPC
tKPCGVODUJPOTUIBUDBOCFFMJNJOBUFEPSDIBOHFE
tGBDUPSTUIBUUSJHHFSTFJ[VSFTUIBUNBZFYJTUJOUIFXPSLQMBDF
tUJNFTPGUIFEBZBQFSTPOXJUIFQJMFQTZNBZCFCFUUFSBCMFUPQFSGPSNBKPC
function; and
tBDDPNNPEBUJPOTUIBUIBWFXPSLFEJOUIFQBTUGPSUIJTJOEJWJEVBM
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Below is a list of accommodations for people with epilepsy.
Someone with epilepsy may not need the following accommodation or may need
an accommodation that is not listed.
tBSSBOHFXPSLTDIFEVMFTUPBWPJEVOEVFTMFFQEJTSVQUJPO
tJOTUBMMBTBGFUZEFWJDFBSPVOENBDIJOFSZ
tQMBDFBQJFDFPGDBSQFUPWFSBDPODSFUFøPPSBUUIFFNQMPZFFTXPSLTJUF
tSFQMBDFBøJDLFSJOHMJHIUXJUIBTUFBEZMJHIUTPVSDF
tSFBTTJHOUPBOPUIFSFNQMPZFFBOZOPOFTTFOUJBMEVUJFTDPNQSPNJTFECZB
person’s seizure disorder;
tBMMPXBøFYJCMFTUBSUJOHUJNFGPSBOJOEJWJEVBMXJUIOPDUVSOBMTFJ[VSFTUP
accommodate the need to sleep later on mornings after a seizure;
tHJWFBOJOEJWJEVBMBSFHVMBSTIJGUPSXPSLPOMZEVSJOHEBZMJHIUUPSFEVDFUIF
possibility of seizures which may occur if the person does not have a steady
routine;
tBMMPXBOJOEJWJEVBMXIPOFFETUPSFTUGPSBQFSJPEPGUJNFBGUFSBTFJ[VSFUIF
option of making up missed hours during evenings or weekends;
tBMMPXUIFFNQMPZFFTVóDJFOUUJNFUPCFDPNFGBNJMJBSBOEDPNGPSUBCMFXJUIUIF
job and work environment. The stress of starting a new job may cause seizures
for a person who ordinarily has good seizure control;
tøFYJCJMFTDIFEVMJOHNBZCFOFFEFEPDDBTJPOBMMZGPSQFPQMFXIPVTFQVCMJD
transportation. Many, though not all, people with epilepsy rely on public
transportation;
tIBWFPOFUFBNNFNCFSESJWFGPSKPCTJOXIJDIESJWJOHJTHFOFSBMMZBTIBSFE
responsibility;
tBTTJHOUIFFNQMPZFFXJUIFQJMFQTZUPXPSLPONBDIJOFTFRVJQQFEXJUITBGFUZ
switches which turn off the machine automatically;
tFEVDBUFTVQFSWJTPSTBOEDPXPSLFSTBCPVUöSTUBJEGPSTFJ[VSFTBOEQPTUöSTUBJE
instructions in the work area. Have a “buddy system”— in which one employee in
the same workplace is designated to assist the person having a seizure — can be
help in reduce panic, confusion and lost time; and
tBMMPXBOFNQMPZFFXJUIFQJMFQTZUPUBLFNFEJDBUJPOBUSFRVJSFEUJNFT PSXPSL
with the doctor to revise the medication schedule if it interferes with work.

Accommodation for Employees with Photosensitive Epilepsy
Photosensitive epilepsy is a particular type of epilepsy. It is characterized by
seizures that are initiated by flashing lights or contrasting visual patterns.
Individuals with photosensitive epilepsy are encouraged to consult a doctor
or neurologist and adhere to the medication treatment prescribed, as any
other person with epilepsy. However, there are specific measures of reasonable
accommodation that can be employed for this type of epilepsy that will reduce the
visual triggers that cause a seizure, including:
tHMBSFHVBSETBOEPSUJOUFEDPNQVUFSHMBTTFTUPSFEVDFPSFMJNJOBUFHMBSF BOE
decrease colour intensity and contrast on the monitor;
t FOTVSFUIFFNQMPZFFEPFTOPUTJUUPPDMPTFUPUIFNPOJUPS
t BEKVTUUIFEJTQMBZJOUFOTJUZPGUIFDPNQVUFSNPOJUPS
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t SFEVDFUIFCMJOLSBUFPGUIFDVSTPS PSFOMBSHFUIFDVSTPS
t JOB8JOEPXT¥FOWJSPONFOU SFEVDFUIFTQFFEPGUIFUBCCJOHøJQQJOHXJOEPXUP
less than 3Hz (more than 3Hz can trigger seizures). Decrease the screen’s roll rate;
t DIBOHFUIFDPMPVSTPGUIFNPOJUPSTDSFFOUPBMFTTCSJHIUTDIFNF
t VTFBNPEFSOIJHISFTPMVUJPONPOJUPSUPSFEVDFUIFøJDLFSFòFDUEVFUPSFGSFTIJOH
the screen, or use an LCD screen;
t SFEVDFFYUFOEFEQFSJPETPGUJNFXPSLJOHPOBDPNQVUFS
t SFQMBDFøJDLFSJOHMJHIUTJOUIFXPSLBSFB
t FMJNJOBUFøPVSFTDFOUMJHIUJOHBOESFQMBDFJUXJUIJODBOEFTDFOUPSOBUVSBMPSGVMM
spectrum lighting;
t SFEVDFFNFSHFODZTUSPCFMJHIUJOHUPPQFSBUFBU)[PSMFTT
t QMBDFBMJHIUCFUXFFOUIFNPOJUPSBOEUIFQFSTPOVTJOHUIFDPNQVUFSBOE
tVTFMBSHFSNPOJUPST MBSHFSUIBOw 

Memory Accommodations
Memory loss can be a challenge for some people with epilepsy. Sometimes, people
experience brief memory loss after a seizure. It may be helpful for the employee’s
neurologist or physician to review the job duties and make recommendations
which may help the employee accomplish the job.
However, listed below are some easy accommodations that can be made to
minimize or eliminate issues regarding memory loss:
t XSJUFJNQPSUBOUJOTUSVDUJPOTEPXO
t LFFQBKPVSOBMPSEJBSZUPPSHBOJ[FBOEEBUFUIJOHT
t LFFQBOJOGPSNBUJPODBSEMJTUJOHDSJUJDBMJOGPSNBUJPO
t IBWFDVFDBSETBWBJMBCMF
t UBQFSFDPSEJNQPSUBOUDMBTTFTPSNFFUJOHT
t DBSSZBEJBSZ
t VTFFYJTUJOHUFDIOPMPHZTVDIBTWPJDFNBJM QJDUVSFTWJBQIPOFT FMFDUSPOJD
calendars and alarms.
Many reasonable accommodations are relatively easy and do not incur
extraordinary costs. Asking the right questions, doing your homework and
working together with your employer should yield positive results.

Unjustifiable Hardship
According to law, an employer is required to provide reasonable accommodation
unless it is proven to be an unjustifiable hardship. Only activities which require
iTJHOJöDBOUPSDPOTJEFSBCMFEJóDVMUZPSFYQFOTFBOEUIBUXPVMETVCTUBOUJBMMZ
harm the viability of the enterprise” is considered unjustifiable hardship. An
inconvenience or financial expense is therefore not an unjustifiable hardship.
However, identifying reasonable accommodations that limits financial or other
resource expenses but provides the same impact as far as eliminating a specific
barrier to employment is acceptable.
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Furthermore, the decision whether or not to provide reasonable accommodation
can also depend upon the extent to which providing the reasonable
accommodation would disrupt important business operations. Therefore, if the
reasonable accommodation can be proven to significantly disrupt operations then
the provision would be considered an unjustifiable hardship. It is important to
note that “unjustifiable hardship” is relative and contextual and therefore will not
be the same for every firm. If reasonable accommodation deemed appropriate
and sensible for the individual is denied, the business has the burden of proof to
demonstrate how providing the reasonable accommodation would “substantially
harm” the enterprise.
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8. TERMINATION OF EMPLOYMENT
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8. TERMINATION OF
EMPLOYMENT
Should you decide to terminate employment, it is expected that you will provide
four weeks notice so the employer can make the appropriate arrangements to hire
a new employee. Furthermore, you should provide written notice which is dated
and has your signature. On termination of employment an employee is entitled to
a certificate of service. If you have opportunity, always request a letter of reference
because it can be a big benefit when applying for jobs in the future.
An employer can dismiss an employee by providing the worker proper notice of
the end date of employment, and paying all wages plus leave until the date of
termination. An employer may also retrench a worker, which requires a severance
pay of at least one week’s remuneration for every full year of employment as well
as the wage and leave pay the person has accrued. Regardless of the reason, the
employer must provide a fair process, which may include a disciplinary hearing.
An employer may not change a fixed-term employment contract to become less
favorable, refuse to allow a woman a job after returning from maternity leave or
force an employee to resign. Forcing an employee to resign due to intolerable work
conditions is called constructive dismissal and is unlawful. If the employee can
prove that unbearable working conditions forced the individual to be unable to
continue working an employer may be liable.
An employer is never allowed to dismiss an employee for:
tQBSUJDJQBUJOHJOMBXGVMVOJPOBDUJWJUJFT JODMVEJOHSFGVTJOHUPXPSLEVSJOHBTUSJLF
tCFJOHQSFHOBOU
tOPUBDDFQUJOHDIBOHFTJODVSSFOUXPSLJOHDPOEJUJPOTBOE
tBOZSFBTPOUIBUJTCBTFEVQPOSBDF EJTBCJMJUZ HFOEFS BHF PSBOZPUIFSDBUFHPSZ
defined in the Employment Equity Act.
If you suspect your termination is unlawful, you can contact the Commission for
Conciliation, Mediation and Arbitration (CCMA). The CCMA was established by
the Labour Relations Act to assist in resolving labour disputes. Once the CCMA
receives information regarding an unfair dismissal they will either refer it to the
appropriate bargaining council or will advise you directly on the appropriate
procedures. The CCMA does not charge a fee and does not require you to obtain
legal representation. You can reach the CCMA by phone at 0861 16 16 16 or
ww.ccma.org.za.
If your employment has been lawfully terminated, take it in stride. There will be
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other opportunities available and you will have a better chance of obtaining
those opportunities if you end your employment on good terms. Even if your
employment was terminated, ask for letter of recommendation from your
supervisor. Also ask if your supervisor is comfortable being a reference for you.
Other employers know that, while unfortunate, terminating employment is
a natural part of the business process. Therefore, if you are able to maintain a
positive relationship with your former supervisor potential employers will see you
as a mature and sophisticated employee and be more inclined to hire you. Take the
opportunity to learn from the experience and move forward as a wiser employee
for the future.
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9. RESOURCES
IUUQXXXMBCPVSHVJEFDP[B
IUUQTXXXMBCPVSHPW[B
www.askjan.org
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